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Abstract. This paper presents the constructing of a QA test collection using on-
tology instance knowledge. We construct test collection to verify the ques-
tion-answering system based on ontologies. We define the ontology triplet 
from IT device ontology and people ontology. We use semantic restriction of 
relation name to classify query types and E-K translation to generate the Ko-
rean test collection. Relation names are expanded using the WordNet synset.  

1   Introduction  

 QA Test collection is the task of constructing natural language questions and answers 
started by TREC QA Track [1]. Ontology-based QA test collection has several char-
acteristics. Answers are found in ontologies which have classes or instances and their 
relations. The answers of ontology-based QA test collection can get additional infor-
mation in ontologies. This information can cover several query types, such as expla-
nation/definition, why, and how.  

2 Ontology 

We use ontology instance knowledge to construct test collection in IT device ontol-
ogy and people ontology.  We use ontology triplet and lexical triplet in the ontologies. 
Ontology triplet is a triplet consisting of two classes and their relations, such as (has-
CEO, Company, Person). Lexical triplet is a triplet between instances, such as (Mo-
bileBanking, SCH-S500, MONETA).  

3   Design  

Figure 1 shows the design of constructing QA test collections. We can divide them 
into two parts: 1) lexical mapping; and 2) semantic restriction for classifying query 
types. 

In semantic restriction for classifying query types, we classify the domain and 
range of each relation as 16 query types. For example, the relation “hasDate” has a 



date for range. We can classify “hasDate” to WHEN type queries using senses group-
ing. In lexical mapping, we expand relation names using WordNet synset and trans-
late them to Korean using an E-K dictionary. 

Figure 1. Design of QA Test Collection 

4   Conclusion 

This research aims to construct a QA test collection using ontology instance knowl-
edge and a verifying question answering system. We use ontology triplet and lexical 
triplet for ontology knowledge. In QA test collection, the sense of domain and range 
in the ontology triplet can be decided by query types. Lexical triplet in ontologies is 
expanded to several relation names using WordNet synset and translated into Korean 
using a dictionary.  
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